The Pennsylvania Prescription Drug Monitoring Program (PDMP) will be transitioning PDMP system vendors.

This change will bring new enhancements to the PDMP that are based on feedback from PDMP users, including quicker access to patient reports and enhanced visualization to make interpreting reports easier.

If you are a delegate who searches the PDMP on behalf of a prescriber or a pharmacist, you will need to create new login credentials within the LogiCoy PDMP system.

To transfer your account, you will need a valid form of identification (driver’s license, state ID, or passport).

Delegates cannot transfer their account until their supervisor does. Please make sure your supervisor has transferred their account before you attempt to create new login credentials. Once your account is active you can add additional supervisors.

**Before February 14, 2022, you must:**

2. Click “Transfer Account or Register”
3. Follow the prompts and enter your information
4. Ensure the information is correct and submit

**Please note** - before February 14, 2022, you will continue to use PMP Aware to search patients. On February 14, 2022, you will begin using the LogiCoy PDMP to search patients.

Guided instructions on how to create login credentials within the LogiCoy PDMP system are available on the Training Resources page.

For more information about the PDMP, please visit: [www.doh.pa.gov/pdmp](http://www.doh.pa.gov/pdmp).

For assistance with account transfer, please contact LogiCoy technical support at 844-939-0999 or email papdmp@logicoy.com.